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Pythagoras'
Theorem

International GCSE MATHEMATICS
FORMULAE SHEET _ HIGHER TIER

Volume of cone : ! nr2h Volume of sphere : t*t
Curved surface area of con e : rrl Surface area of sphere : 47tr2c

b

a
1 ,1 fu'+ D': c-

I
h

hyp
adj = hyp x cos 0
opp: hyp x sin 0

opp opp: adlxtan0 In any triangle ABC
C

adj or sin

cos

0
opp
hvp

adj
hvp

b a

e A

tano = 
oPP

adj

c

Sinerule: o = b - 'sinA sin B sin C

Cosine rule a2= b2 + c1- 2bc cos A

Area of triangle = \ ab sin C

Volume of prism : area of cross section x length

Area of a trapezium : !(a + b)h

Circumference of circle: 2rr

Area of circle: rr2

Volume of cylinder : rr2lt
The Quadratic Equation
The solutions of ax2+ bx* c:0,
where a+0, are given byh

Curved surface area
of cylinder :2nrh _h t b2 - 4acx

e

2a

2
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" AnswerALL TWENTY ONE questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided-

You must write down all stages in your working.

1 Here is a list of the ingredients needed to make leek and potato soup for 6 people.

Leek and Potato Soup
Ingredients for 6 people
900 ml chicken stock
900 ml water
750 g leeks
350 g potatoes
350 g onions

(a) Ainsley wants to make leek and potato soup for 13 people.

Work out the amount of chicken stock he needs.

100 2Is0

-

(,

lso x t 3 ? tlro
===-'

l lro ,,,,

(b) Delia makes leek and potato soup for a group of people.
She uses 1250 g of leeks.

Work out the number of people in the group.

Jfo-a 6

l
N =, \o

I
j

I is 4 marks

Do NOT write in this space.

3
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2 A plane flew from Frankfurt to Hong Kong. S P E E D Drsi-ArucF
The flight time was 10 hours 45 minutes
The average speed was 852 km/h. \
Work out the distance the plane flew.

I 0.1 B I. o*-rr
TrraE

Drsrnr\,ce = 8sz xlo.'?f
1l s 1 lcv.^

lt s1 km

(Total for Question 2 is 3 marks)

3 Diagram NOT
accurately drawn7.8 cm

Jr cm

Work out the value of x.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures

S,', +B =Jc 'l .?

'l'? si^t13

5'3ltrt.-.
: 5.32 ,: 5L -3 ?-

=::==-' (Total for Ouestion 3 is 3 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.

43"
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4 (a) Write 23 x 24 as a single power of 2

,
3+q

*
1

ii:
(b)280:)nxJxJ

Find the value of n

l q &80 ar 3
sxJ

& n 3
2_)
i

(Total for Question 4 is 3 marks)

5 (a) SimpliS, 5c x 4c

A rf-
oLO C-

t.'l ;

(b) Factorise 4x + *

x(.t+x)

(c) Work out the value of f + 5y when y :2

l 3 + 5(z)

8+to 2lE
,=: J

(Total for Question 5 is 5 marks)
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6 T Diagram NOT
accurately drawna

P

7 is a point on a circle, centre O.
Q is a point such that angle QTO : 58"
P is the point such that OP is parallel to QT and PT is a tangent to the circle.

Work out the size of angle OPT.

OPT 18o ? (.r+to)

lg0 - f ??

= 3z'

3z o

(Total for Question 6 is 3 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.

6
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7 (a)

-3-2-l 0123456x

An inequality is shown on the number line

Write down this inequality.

-l< xgLf
(b) (i) Solve the inequality 2(y - 3) > I

1.1 - 6-. )

It zl br.3. s
8r.3.C

(iD Write down the lowest integer which satisfies this inequality

J= !r/ sl; '( , 1 .-. ts I

(Total for Question 7 is 6 marks)

Do NOT write in this space.
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8 A box contains 80 tea bags.
The table shows information about the weight of each tea bag.

Weight (w grams) Number of
tea bags

2.8<u,(2.9 2

P.is 2.9<w(3.0 4

3.05 3.0<r.r,(3.1 22

8. t s 3.1 <w(3.2 32

3 .zs J.Z<)rSJ.J t4

3-3s 3.3<w(3.4 6

l*1 r - vALu€
P .85

(a) Work out the percentage of the 80 tea bags that weigh more than 3.1 grams

3 a. +tt+ + 6 x 100
8o %

(b) Work out an estimate for the total weight of the 80 tea bags.
Use halfway values of 2.85 grams,2.95 grarns,...

Tobal = (r.85 x r)* Cf.jEx*)*(3.a5 xz")r(s.l5d3?l
+(:.:-5xry)+(s.ssx6)

rrl
-4::=-

9r,
{-):

grams

8
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Here is a cumulative frequency graph for the weights of the 80 tea bags.

Cumulative
frequency

60

40

20

Weight (w grams)

(c) Use the graph to find an estimate for the number of tea bags which weighed more
than 3.25 grams.

> 3'zt f v"^'nt

so - 6q
--'-- II

(d) Use the graph to find an estimate for the interquartile range of the weights of
the tea bags. /

a 3h^ so = (otu
V alnr 

=

Q.-Qt
5-

3.2 iclB: 3.z- -
= 0.1>44

3.01

rgo ? ZotL
Ya h'r.

3.01
grams

tZ,,

(Total for Question 8 is 9 marks)
Q, =1,
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9 v
15

10

5

o 5 10 15 x

(a) Describe fully the single transformation which maps triangle P onto triangle Q.

E*tLAAGEl"1fDf Scale

(b) On the grid, translate triangle Q by the vector

Label the new triangle R.
(r)

(c) Describe fully the single transformation which maps triangle R onto triangle P

"t

(Total for Question 9 is 6 marks)

/
/

A/
/i/

R t/
//

\

Y
/X

/ \
1i ) \/t
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10 Serena bought acarthathad a value of$16 000
At the end ofeach year, the value ofher car had depreciated by 15Yr.

Calculate the value of her car atthe end of 3 years. tr a O J n Ce

l6 (00 ( r - rs./.)t

I(0oo (o'?s)3

1g L (

s 1826
(Total for Question 10 is 3 marks)

lr Solve 6x-l -5-2x -,42
Show clear algebraic working.

Ce^-t)- z(r-z),) = +

8x-l \o + t)( 7Y

loX -ll z +
lol ) It
x: l.l-

x: l:5
(Total for Question 11 is 4 marks)
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Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

9.5 cm

A
7.6 cm B

The diagram shows a shape made from triangle ABC and a semicircle with diameter BC.
Triangle ABC is right-angled at B.
AB : 7.6 cm and AC : 9.5 cm.

Calculate the area of the shape.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures.

CB: 1-s "-?.6?

? 5. I

Are.o of A I X J.6   5.J

&l' 6 6 cv'?

ffreo o I S'."*i - ar cV 
"

I-t x l-3s- lz.'f58'-"
I

Totol = ll'66 t (rz'llrs---)
3+: LF

3+. ?tz1 .--.
(Total for Question 12 is 5 marks)
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13 A box contains 20 nails.
The table shows information about the length of each nail.

(a) Viraj takes at random one nail from the box.

Find the probability that the length of the nail he takes is

(i) 50 mm or 60 mm,

P(Sorrrr^ or 6o-,*) = €o* 7,

Length of nail (mm) 25 30 40 50 60

Number of nails I 8 4 5 2

'hu v,0
(ii) less than 35 mm.

Pt terl tho- 35*-,.) ? f ( z6lr* o- Sona'^)

! +?ls T"

,/ru

She takes at random one of the nails and records its length.
She replaces the nail in the bag.

=.rShe then takes at random a second nail from the bag and records its length

Calculate the probability that the two nails she.takes

(i) each have a length of 60 mm,

P ( ( o r^*. a*tl bon^-..) = A AL

lfu

hoo2o to
0:01

(ii) have a total length of 80 mm

PCt+o, tlo) *4.on 7"o
l(

Tobt.l e 'T6?oo

s0P(so, ro) t/ro 
^ ,.,

P ( ro, 30) z 'A.o, %u =

=-G

{q}

0: z*
+a0
*o/*o 

o
;i*i

(Total for Question 13 is 9 marks)

r3
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14 D is directly proportional to 12

When t: 4, D:8 D"< tz
(a) Find a formula for D in terms of /.

D = l.tz
8=l<;tr'
k: 0-f

:5 t'
(b) Find the positive value of / when D: 50

D 0-st"
so a 0'st'

L ?- 100
r: lO

(Total for Question 14 is 5 marks)

15 C

6.7 cm

Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

A B
8.9 cm

ABCD is a parallelogram.
AB:8.9 cm.
AD: 6.7 cm.
Angle BAD:74"
Calculate the area of parallelogramABCD.
Give your answer correct to 3 significant figures

Az ! xL 6.'l x g'"t 6'tnlt &t-e 6oo.-.

\dLote ?oraLte\ofivaw, i- 9?'66^L
z 5'l'32

51. 3
(Total for Question 15 is 3 marks)

cm2
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16 Given thaty is positive, make y the subject of y =
Show clear algebraic working.

Ut= oXt+rl
Y1

b' I
-

4X z n l-a

J
-( l- d ) n

J
t n

--

o
I q

l-qv
(Total for Question 16 is 5 marks)

17 Given that (5 - Ji)' - y *20J, where x andy are positive integers, find the value of
x and the value ofy.

ft - fi)(s -J; ) ) ? AoG

&s-f lx- sfi +ec i l- to.le

).S-fO{-^+x ? l- LoJi

t =(a s rJc)
I

.I: ',

v: a3
X = 8

I
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18 (a) x: 9 x 102' where m is an integer.

Find, in standard form, an expression for Ji
| : I a l6t*
X'/, = 1'/, ^(f O 

r* )
Yz

x '/z --3x f0-
:=-

3:r tO-

(b)y: 9 x 102" where n is an integer.
I

Find, in standard form, an expression for y2

Give your answer as simply as possible.

J

J

lz 3Al0 n

T, (3 ^to" )

3t^lo3' ?t +l
3n + |2 ,.1 r l0 ,t

(Total for Question 18 is 5 marks)

19 Factorise completely (ILr - y)' - (4x - 3y)2

K'" - \) (rt x- -r)]- tt* x - B1)trI - 31)]

(tur-kl )x (ar+zt)
)

.+ ( *^-r)(*x +.1),2-

8("r- \) (+x +_11

(Total for Question 19 is 2 marks)

il]tltillllill]til16 20Illil]
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20 f is the function f(x) : 2x + 5

(a) Find f(3)

$tst z I(s)tr ll
-4 'l:

(b) Express the inverse function f-l in the form f-t(x) :

X?Hxz rl*r 7
Zl = 2(-1.

g is the function g(x) : * - 25

(c)Findg(-3) : (-3)"_ Zs

x-s
f '(x):

1 L5
: e l( s-\;

(d) (i) Find gf(x)
Give your answer as simply as possible.

Itzx+r) = (zr+s)'-za
gxttloxtlor +ar-zf
?,xt +zo x qxa* zoxgr(x):

(ii) Solve gf(x):0

?f t -Y1-o)t =6
Yx(r*5) =o

,,zo of -so
(Total for Question 20 is 9 marks)
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2t 18aD C Diagram NOT
accurately drawn

3b

A l2a B

ABCD is a trapezium.
AB is parallel to DC.
+
AB : I2a

->AD:ib
+
DC : I8A

E is the point on the diagonal D,B such that DE:
(a) Find, in terms of a and b,

(i) DE = De+ AB
-- - 3b +tzl

1

J DB

lza - 3b
+(1i) DE (tza- 3b)

3
tl'q b
€=F

Gii)Ti ? AD+DF
ab+ *a- b

ttq + ab 9q+zt

r rilll] ilt lil illfi ilil ]ril illlll llll illll lllll llil lllll illl llllP42940A01820-
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(b) Show by a vector method that BC is parallel to AE.

Bc: flAtA3+tZ A6 = ta+zb
z 1 (za +b)

-l?.a + 3\ + lBa

6a +3b
3 (ze * t")

B c e.vv d A€ @v< Mh lli r lct rt @a+b)

a
aa Bc lt AE

(Total for Question 21 is 5 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 1OO MARKS

Do NOT write in this space.
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